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points. The reader is referred to the papers [2, 3, 5, 7℄ for motivation, theory, andother related material on pattern searh methods.If the iteration k of a pattern searh method is suessful, the next iteratemust provide a derease in the objetive funtion: f(xk+1) < f(xk). Patternsearh methods iteratively generate points in an integer lattie (pattern), visitingat eah iteration k a subset of the pattern alled the mesh Mk. The mesh Mkan be de�ned through a set V of m positive bases1 and a mesh size parameter�k > 0 in the following way:Mk = fxk +�kVz : z 2W � ZjVjg ;where jVj is the sum of the number of vetors in all positive bases. The hoiewe atually made in our implementation of the pattern searh methods for user-provided points is W = fnei : n 2 N; i = 1; : : : ; jVjg;where ei is the i-th olumn of the identity matrix of order jVj. Choies for V aredesribed and disussed in [1℄.The mehanism of pattern searh methods onsists of two steps at everyiteration. In the �rst step, alled the searh step, a �nite searh is performedon the mesh, with the goal of �nding a new iterate that dereases the value ofthe objetive funtion at the urrent iterate. This step, alled the searh step,searhes only a �nite number of points in the mesh. The searh step provides theexibility for a global searh, and inuenes the quality of the loal minimizer orstationary point found by the method [1, 4, 6℄. If the searh step is unsuessful,a seond step, alled the poll step, is performed around the urrent iterate withthe goal of dereasing the objetive funtion.The poll step follows striter rules and appeals to the onept of positivebases. In this step the andidate for a new iterate xk+1 is hosen in the meshneighborhood around xkN (xk) = fxk +�kv : for all v 2 Vk(xk)g;where Vk(xk) is a positive basis hosen from the �nite set V of positive bases.The poll step attempts to perform a loal searh in a mesh neighborhood that,for a suÆient small mesh parameter �k, is guaranteed to provide an objetivefuntion redution, unless the urrent iterate is at a stationary point. If the pollstep also fails, then the mesh parameter �k must be dereased.Pattern searh methods for user-provided points an now be desribed foruse in a parallel environment where, say, Np proessors are available.Algorithm 1 (Pattern searh methods for user-provided points)0. Initialization Choose a rational number � > 1 and an integer numbermmax � 1. Choose x0 2 Rn and �0 2 R+ . Set k = 0.1 A positive basis for Rn an be de�ned as a set of nonzero vetors of Rn whosenonnegative ombinations span Rn , but no proper set does. It an be shown thatevery positive basis has between n+ 1 and 2n elements.



1. Searh step (in urrent mesh)1. For eah proessor p in f1; : : : ; Npg:(a) Obtain a point upk+1 from the user.(b) Compute xpk+1 = xk + �kVzp, where zp is the optimal solution ofthe integer programming problemminz2W kupk+1 � (xk +�kVz)k : (1)() Evaluate f on the mesh point xpk+1.2. If minp2f1;:::;Npg f(xpk+1) < f(xk) ;then set xk+1 = argminxpk+1 f(xpk+1) ;and go to step 3, expanding Mk (searh step and iteration are delaredsuessful).2. Poll step (in mesh neighborhood given by the positive basis)This step is reahed only if the searh step is unsuessful.1. Obtain a point uk+1 from the user.2. Determine vk 2 V suh thathuk+1 � xk; vkikuk+1 � xkk = maxv2V huk+1 � xk ; vikuk+1 � xkk : (2)3. Set Vk(xk) to the positive basis in V that ontains vk, and then setN (xk) = fxk +�kv : for all v 2 Vk(xk)g.4. List the points in N (xk) by inreasing order of the values of the anglesbetween uk+1 � xk and the orresponding vetors in Vk(xk).5. Following the list given above, divided in groups of Np points, startevaluating in parallel the funtion f in N (xk).Stop if a point xk+1 2 N (xk) is found suh that f(xk+1) < f(xk). In thisase go to step 3, expanding Mk (poll step and iteration are delaredsuessful).If f(xk) � f(x) for every x in the mesh neighborhood N (xk), go to step4, shrinking Mk (poll step and iteration are delared unsuessful).3. Mesh expansion (at suessful iterations) Let �k+1 = �m+k �k (with0 � m+k � mmax). Inrease k by one, and move to step 1 for a new iteration.(The value of �m+k an be hosen aording to user-provided information.)4. Mesh redution (at unsuessful iterations) Let�k+1 = �m�k �k (with�mmax � m�k � �1). Inrease k by one, and move to step 1 for a newiteration. (The value of �m�k an be hosen aording to user-provided infor-mation.)We point out that due to our hoie of W , problems (1) and (2) are easilysolved in the order of jVjn oating point operations.



It is also important to note that by listing the points in N (xk) using theorder suggested in step 2.4, the poll step starts by evaluating f in the points ofN (xk) loser to uk+1.Although we have desribed a parallel algorithm, a serial version of the algo-rithm is a straightforward adaptation of the parallel version. Both versions havebeen implemented in Fortran 95. The parallel version uses the parallelizationprotool MPI. The odes and their doumentation an be downloaded from theweb site:http://www.mat.u.pt/~lviente/psm/The user must provide a routine to ompute new points, and a routine to evaluatef at points spei�ed by the algorithm. The alling sequenes of these two routinesare urrently oded in the following form:SUBROUTINE fun( n, xk, f )SUBROUTINE trial_point( n, xk, n_i_userpar, i_userpar, &n_r_userpar, r_userpar, xtrial )The output parameters are f and xtrial. In the routine trial point, theuser is given some information, stored in the integer vetor i userpar and inthe real vetor r userpar, to indiate the amount of e�ort that an be put inthe alulation. For instane, it is natural in the searh step to ask the user tomake a trial point alulation greedier or less onservative than in the the pollstep.Referenes1. P. Alberto, F. Nogueira, H. Roha, and L. N. Viente. Pattern searh meth-ods for moleular geometry problems. Tehnial Report 00-20, Departamento deMatem�atia, Universidade de Coimbra, 2000.2. C. Audet and J. E. Dennis. Analysis of generalized pattern searhes. TehnialReport TR00-07, Departament of Computational and Applied Mathematis, RieUniversity, 2000.3. C. Audet and J. E. Dennis. Pattern searh algorithms for mixed variable program-ming. SIAM J. Optim., 11:573{594, 2001.4. W. E. Hart. Comparing evolutionary programs and evolutionary pattern searhalgorithms: A drug doking appliation. In Pro. Geneti and Evolutionary Com-putation Conf., 1999.5. R. M. Lewis and V. Torzon. Rank ordering and positive bases in pattern searhalgorithms. Tehnial Report TR96-71, ICASE, 1999.6. J. C. Meza and M. L. Martinez. On the use of diret searh methods for themoleular onformation problem. Journal of Computational Chemistry, 15:627{632,1994.7. V. Torzon. On the onvergene of pattern searh algorithms. SIAM J. Optim.,7:1{25, 1997.


